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Assessing the most valuable technology for an organization is becoming a growing challenge for business professionals confronted with an expanding array of options. This book is an A-Z compendium of technological terms written for the non-technical executive, allowing quick identification of what the term is and why it is significant. This is more than a dictionary - it is a concise review of the most important aspects of information technology from a business perspective: the major advantages, disadvantages and business value propositions of each term are discussed, as well as sources for further reading, and cross-referencing with other terms where applicable. The essential elements of each concept are covered in a succinct manner so the reader can quickly obtain the required knowledge without wading through exhaustive descriptions. With over 200 terms, this is a valuable reference for non- and semi-technical managers, executives and graduate students in business and technology management.     

       This is an A-Z compendium of over 200 information technology terms written for the non-technical executive. A concise review of the most important aspects from a business perspective including advantages, disadvantages and business value propositions. For non- and semi-technical managers, executives and graduate students in business and technology management.     
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Building Blocks of Matter (MacMillan Science Library)Macmillan Technical, 2003


	The concepts and ideas of elementary particle physics

	are abstract, and they are typically expressed in the

	language of mathematics. However, the goal of elementary

	particle physics is very simple, and all the efforts

	of elementary particle physicists are directed

	toward that simple goal: to identify the basic building...
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Handbook of Research on Computational Methodologies in Gene Regulatory Networks (Handbook of Research On...)Medical Information Science Reference, 2009
Recent advances in gene sequencing technology are now shedding light on the complex interplay between genes that elicit phenotypic behavior characteristic of any given organism. In order to mediate internal and external signals, the daunting task of classifying an organisms genes into complex signaling pathways needs to be completed. The...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2011

	Android is hot, and many people are developing Android applications (apps for short).
	Perhaps you would also like to develop apps, but are unsure about how to get started.
	Although you could study Google’s online Android Developer’s Guide
	(http://developer.android.com/guide/index.html) to acquire the needed knowledge,
	you...
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One Who Is Not Busy, The: Connecting with Work in a Deeply Satisfying WayGibbs Smith, 2004
The Problem of Busyness I agreed to write this book almost a year ago. Gibbs Smith and I had met during a five-day workshop on the topic of time and busyness at Tassajara Hot Springs, a Zen Buddhist retreat center in Big Sur. I co-facilitated the workshop, "The One Who Is Not Busy," with Basya Petnick and Rabbi Helen Cohn. Gibbs was quite...
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Computer Incident Response and Forensics Team Management: Conducting a Successful Incident ResponseSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Computer Incident Response and Forensics Team Management provides security professionals with a complete handbook of computer incident response from the perspective of forensics team management. This unique approach teaches readers the concepts and principles they need to conduct a successful incident response investigation, ensuring...
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Python Web Development with DjangoAddison Wesley, 2008

	Using the simple, robust, Python-based Django framework, you can build powerful Web solutions with remarkably few lines of code. In Python Web Development with Django®, three experienced Django and Python developers cover all the techniques, tools, and concepts you need to make the most of Django 1.0, including all the major...
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